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Left hand, seeking right hand,
 For company and,
  Clapping.

Desirable: Potty for spotty gloves.
 As my ex-right hand now loves,
  Right nostril.
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Vile Valentine
Vile vile Valentine,
 Slippy sloppy kiss.
Hearts and bows and scented rose…
 Boo!
  Yuck!
   Hiss!

Vile vile valentine,
 Sign it with a kiss.
Hearts-in-shards through lack of cards…
 Boo!
  Yuck!
   Hiss!

Dress me up as Frankenstein,
 Valentine’s day missed.
No girls or guys or pink surprise…
 Oo,
  Lush!
   Bliss!

Drawn together, tidied apart
The crayon box,

Next to the socks,
Living room floor,

Number 44,
Rainbow Street

Yellow, my sweet,

I’m writing to say; when they tidied away, putting me next to Red, I craved you instead. 

Now I’m bluer than blue, as I’m not here with you.

You’re the sun to my sky, and I just don’t know why...you’re put back with White, night after 
night. I tried telling Black, that I must have you back, but he just pulled a face, and sketched 
out some space.

It’s breaking my heart, that we can’t make art, us causing a scene, by making some green. 
Is there an end to my sorrow, when we’re tipped out tomorrow? Surely it’s time, that your 
wax touches mine! Then beside me you’ll stay, when we’re tidied away...

Or what would I do?

Your tormented

boy Blue.
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Valentines Poems mini-booklet

1.  Print page 1 and 2 of  this PDF. Page 1 is the mini-booklet 
to be folded into a booklet, page 2 (this page) is the 
folding instructions.

2.  Fold page 1 down the centre using the longest dotted 
line as a guide, fold the page so that the blank back is no 
longer visible, and the poems are visible. 

3.  Now fold along the remaining short dotted line, fold the 
page so that the two poems ‘Vile Valentine’ and ‘Drawn 
together, tidied apart’ are not visible, and the cover and 
back page are visible.

4.  Check that your booklet 
looks like the one at right, 
then close it and run your 
thumb along the creases so 
that the fold becomes flatter 
and you have a book. 

   Happy reading!
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